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Lex and Cat text together. See Primal Visions article.
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Tabletop Puppetry, Ventriloquism at Puppetfest Midwest

From your temporary newsletter editor:
Our usual newsletter Editor, Talib Huff, is still under the weather. Please enjoy
this interim editor’s efforts and send your best wishes, prayers and what ever
good energy you can to Talib and Olivia with hopes for a happy recovery as
soon as possible. Michael Nelson, acting editor
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Presidential GreetingsHope you're all surviving as the Eastern US is sucking all the sunshine & heat out of the West. Or maybe the warmth has just gone
wherever the money has. Anyway, I think we still live in heaven, even when heaven's overcast.
We look forward to a hearty turn-out for the Day of Puppetry and our Guild meeting on August 28th. Come and see the shows and
display in the daytime if you possibly can, and at least to the Guild meeting. The barbecue grill will be going, and an interesting,
varied program will follow.
Please please please send in the meeting-survey questionnaire we sent out on Yahoogroups. It will be of enormous help in planning
our future meetings. If your location or schedule doesn't allow you EVER to come to any meetings, ever, then it'd still be helpful
for me to get a note to that effect, just so I don't bug you about it.
Back to work now. Our new show HANDS UP! opens in Sebastopol Oct. 15-16. Six new puppets will receive their eyes today,
thanks to the wonders of modern Dremel surgery, and will at last see the light of day - if the sun ever comes out.
Peace & joy-Conrad

August Guild Meeting at the Day of Puppetry at Fairyland
Saturday, Aug 28, 2010
Guild Meeting
4:30 – 7:30 (after the annual Fairyland Day of Puppetry)
Children’s Fairyland is located on the shore of Lake Merritt at Grand Avenue and Bellevue, Oakland, http://www.fairyland.org/
4:30 – 5:00: Meet and Greet (talk amongst ourselves while we wait for the late birds) 5:00 – 5:30: Guild Meeting Meet your new
Board of Directors, Ideas for Future Programs, Guild Library, and more!
5:30 – 6:30: Summer BBQ! Please bring a BBQ-style side dish to share. If you are bringing an item that needs refrigeration,
contact Jesse Vail, at 510.672.6900, to make cool arrangements. Hamburgers, hotdogs and veggie burgers will be provided by the
guild as well as paper products and utensils. If the above isn’t quite your fare, please feel free to bring something else you’d like to
BBQ.
6:30 – 7:00: Presentation by Larry Schmidt (with a slideshow!) Larry was the recipient of the guild’s scholarship to attend the
Puppet Fest Mid-West and will give a presentation of his experiences while attending.
***At present we are still hunting down a slide projector. Please contact Jesse Vail if you have one.
7:00 – 8:30: Show and Tell As a closer to the evening, we offer an opportunity to share with your guild. Be it a project in progress,
an experience (good, bad or hilarious), a puppet… or fantastic new wizgig that will make all of our lives easier (please bring this)!
Day of Puppetry Event
Puppets for the Puppet Exhibit at Fairyland
If you would like to display some of your puppet creations, contact Randal Metz at 510.569.3144.
Puppet Exhibit: The Puppet Exhibit starts at 10am. An area of the exhibit will have a place for a Guild member to talk to visitors
about puppetry and the guild and watch the exhibit at the same time. We also need people to take shifts at the exhibit. Please
contact Jesse Vail (info below) if you are interested.
***If you are coming on Sunday, Aug 29th, Randal is always looking for people to help watch the Puppet Exhibit. (Read: please
come on Sunday too.)
Craft Booth
The craft booth will be making fantastic puppets with the kids of Fairyland from 12:30 to 4 pm on Saturday. As a rule, we always
need volunteers for this. Please contact Jesse Vail if interested. The more the merrier!
Guild Library
The Guild library has hundreds of books covering a variety of topics. Books & DVD’s will be available for checkout at the meeting
to people who have been members for at least 6 months. Are you looking for books or DVD on a particular topic? Contact the
Guild Librarian, Lee Armstrong: images@vom.com or 707 738-5906 and she will email the library list or do a search and bring
related books to next meeting.
Volunteering: Anyone wishing to volunteer for the Puppet Exhibit, Craft Booth please contact Jesse Vail at 510.672.6900 or at
jessevail@gmail.com. On the day, if you haven’t pre-signed to volunteer, but would like to help, just find Jesse. Volunteers are
always welcome.
Admission: Admission to Fairyland is free when you flash your puppetry guild membership card. If you can’t find it, say that
you’re with the Puppet Guild and have come to help. However, if you are bringing friends that are not members of the Guild and
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are not helping, they must pay admission (unless they want to join that day). You must be inside the Fairyland gate by 4 pm.
Parking is on Bellevue Ave (City of Oakland sometimes charges $3 to park there on weekends)
Carpool
Want to save gas, parking fees, and hang out with other puppeteers? Arrange carpooling through the guild email list! Meet and park
cars at the nearest park and ride (find them on the internet) and ride-share. It’s fun and saves the environment.
Driving Directions
If you have additional questions, please call (510) 452-2259.
I’m starting from…
Marin, Richmond:
Take 80 West to 580 east (toward Hayward).
San Francisco: Take the Bay Bridge to 580 East (toward Hayward).
Walnut Creek: Take 24 through the Caldecott Tunnel to 580 East (toward Hayward)
Berkeley: Take 580 East (toward Hayward).
From 580 East:
Take the Harrison Street exit in Oakland and turn right onto Harrison. Turn left at Grand Avenue. Fairyland is one block away, at
the intersection of Grand and Bellevue. Turn to the right and park.
Hayward, San Leandro, and Pleasanton:
Take 580 West to the MacArthur/Harrison exit in Oakland. Turn left on Harrison and left on Grand Avenue. Fairyland is one block
away on the right, at the intersection of Grand and Bellevue.
San Jose, Hayward, and Fremont:
Take 880 North to the Oak Street exit in Oakland. Turn right on Oak, which becomes Lakeside Drive. Turn right on Grand
Avenue. Fairyland is located one block away, at the intersection of Grand and Bellevue (right side).
Transit Directions
On BART: Get off at the 19th Street station. Take the 20th Street stairway to street level. Walk on 20th Street to Harrison Street.
Turn left on Harrison. Turn right on Grand Avenue. Fairyland is one block away, at the intersection of Grand and Bellevue (right
side). On AC Transit: Take the #12 bus from the 19th Street BART station to Children’s Fairyland.

Primal Visions Design TV Cats
By Alexis Rudd
I was approached by a director this past December to see if I wanted to make three cat puppets for his TV pilot/short film. He had
been given my name as a possible contact but had not seen my work. He wanted something cartoony, and asked if I'd meet him in
San Francisco and bring some of my mask
and puppet work. I arrived there with my
one puppet example and a bunch of masks in
tow - and suddenly his idea had changed
from quick cartoon cat puppets to more
whimsical, involved, realistic cats. Wow,
combining the (realistic) mask work with
puppets was a challenge which took up most
of my spare time for many a month, but at
the end I was pretty happy with the results.
The director seemed to love them, and
asked me to assemble a team to puppeteer
them for the filming. I recruited fellow guild
members Gregory Hayes and Robin Stevens,
and the other weekend we shot the piece at a
studio in San Francisco. The shoot was a
dream, the director was attentive to details
but polite to cast and crew. Grub was good,
the grip team seemed competent, and the DP
was very skilled. Oh and the puppeteers
Robin and Lex demonstrate the laid back postures of TV puppeteers.
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Primal Cats from previous page, cont.
were ok. ;) Just watching the action in our monitors showed us that this
piece was going to look very pretty at the end. I handed off Robin the
lead cat, Leopold, since Robin has a lifetime of TV puppetry experience
and I knew that he would wow them. I took Beatrice, the female PA cat,
and Greg was Francis, the manager cat. The film tells the story of
Leopold's career, documentary style. It took a much more realistic
approach to filming puppets than most that I've seen commercially - the
cats acted like real people being followed by a film crew. The director and
his team had never worked with puppets or puppeteers before, but
somehow we managed to get all the shots in during the 2 days, with some
very late shoots.
I have added some pictures for your viewing pleasure (we're visual
people, right?); the images were all shot by myself or Gregory Hayes.
The 1st set were my own promotional "builder" pictures of the cats in a
coffee house, the later images were taken during the filming. you might
even recognize a few of us.
I'll be sure to let the group know when the piece is released. I can't wait to
see it myself.

Puppets Sell Real Estate

And “Action!”

Lee Armstrong
Ever wonder how puppeteers hear of jobs? Sometimes it’s through Guild
connections. Our local Guild puppeteers have a rich tradition of
recommending fellow puppeteers for shows, workshops and puppet
building jobs. Maggie Alexandridis of Sotheby’s in San Francisco was
redoing the website of TeedHaze.com, the site of two successful realtors,
Butch Haze and Rick Teed. She thought it would be great to have puppets
of each agent - just like the Nike puppets (Kobe and LeBron) to use for
photos, videos, etc. She researched and contacted Christine Papalexis in
Los Angeles, who was on the Nike puppet team. Christine is an active
member of the Los Angeles Guild and also a member of our Bay Area
Guild. Christine said she could build the caricatured puppets, but
recommended Images In Motion, as a local Bay Area company. It was
very generous and gracious of Christine. Starting with photo turnarounds,
Kamela Portuges of Images In Motion built foam heads of Butch and
Rick. After approval by the clients, the foam understructures were
covered in custom dyed Antron fleece. The hair was shaped from foam
strips, dyed a base color then airbrushed. The completed puppets are
posted on the TeedHaze.com website. The puppet boys will be wrapping
SF buses. Look for Butch and Rick puppets selling houses soon.
(see photos)

Complete Fraggle Rock DVD's in Guild Library
Randal Metz noticed that Amazon was having a one day only, half price
sale on the complete five year series of Fraggle Rock. Thanks to Randal
for arranging the purchase of the series for the Guild Library. For those
that aren't familiar with this Jim Henson classic... Celebrate the
FRAGGLE ROCK series with the stories, music and memories that have
kept fans rockin’ in the ultimate FRAGGLE ROCK COMPLETE
SERIES COLLECTION! Starring all your favorite Jim Henson characters
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Puppets Sell Real Estate
Above: Butch and Rick as puppets and as elves (two of
these 4 will soon be selling real estate on the outside of
SF buses!)

— Red, Mokey, Wembley, Gobo, and Boober — joined by tiny
diligent Doozers and giant Gorgs in one fantastical subterranean
world that was awarded five International Emmy® Awards and has
continued to be adored by millions of fans worldwide! Dance your
cares away with the fully loaded collectible set containing all 96
episodes and 100 original songs of the award-winning series! The
Complete Series Collection is a fan favorite with over 47 hours of
content on an impressive 20 discs, including over eight hours of
bonus features including...- The Inner Gorg – An Interview with the
Performers inside the Costumes
- Designing the Puppets – An Interview with the Puppet Makers
- Directing the Fraggles – An Interview with Eric Till and George
Bloomfield
- Let the Music Play – An Interview with Phil Balsam and Dennis
Lee
- Dance Your Cares Away – The Evolution of the Theme Song
- You Cannot Leave the Magic – Excerpts from the Last Day of
Shooting This will be available for checkout at the August
(Fairyland) meeting.

Table Top Puppetry Or how I learned to
overcome and love the concept of
“Obstacles”

CALENDAR
Nick Barone
http://www.nbpuppets.com/shows/Public.html
Saturday, August 7 - 2:30pm
"Tales from the Enchanted Forest"
San Francisco Aloha Festival
Presidio Main Post/Parade Grounds, 34 Graham St.,
San Francisco,
Sunday, August 8 - 2:30pm
"The Princess Mermaid"
San Francisco Aloha Festival
Presidio Main Post/Parade Grounds, 34 Graham St.,
San Francisco
Wednesday, August 11 - 2:30 & 7:30 pm
"The Princess Mermaid"
Saratoga Library
13650 Saratoga Ave., Saratoga, CA
Thursday, August 12 - 10:30 am
"The Princess Mermaid"
Sunset Branch Library
1305 18th Ave. @ Irving, San Francisco, CA

Camilla Henneman
Obstacles! Take 7 people with strong personalities and two puppets
that are operated by 3-4 puppeteers working together and you have
the ingredients for an exciting class.
Tabletop puppetry is based on the style of Japanese Bunraku where
several puppeteers work together to manipulate one puppet. Art
Gruenberger, an amazing artist, director and teacher taught this
class. I came to the class wanting to learn puppet performance skills
from Art. I came away from the class with new skills, as well as
having learned quite a bit about myself.
To begin, we brainstormed “What makes for good puppet
manipulation?” We identified: focus, clarity, economy of
movement, variation of tempo, and deliberate movement as some of
the key elements. One of the toughest (and most important) concepts
to master was to allow one puppeteer to do the thinking and lead the
movement for the puppet while the other puppeteers supported that
movement with the other limbs. Just when it started to get easy, Art
added obstacles such as: Puppeteers must all close their eyes, or
stand in one spot, or only use 2 fingers on one hand to move the
puppet. Some puppet obstacles were: Puppet has been drinking too
much coffee, puppet has a bad cold, puppet must perform actions in
a: wind tunnel, zero gravity, underwater, upside-down. We were
hands on all the time and we worked (and played) hard.
Our class culminated in the performance of a superhero VS
supervillian skit “Art Wars” By the day of our performance we were
working as a unit (most of the time) I had to overcome some
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Saturday, August 28 - 3:00 pm
"Tales from the Enchanted Forest"
Richmond Public Library
325 Civic Center Plaza, Richmond, CA
Sunday, August 29 - 1:00 pm
"Puss In Boots"
Children's Fairyland 54th Annual Puppet Fair
699 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA
***
Storybook Puppet Theatre
Children's Fairyland - Oakland
Aug. 7-8, 14-15, 21-22, 28-29
11 am, 2 pm, 4 pm
The Petrified Princess. Baron Bullyrag wishes to
marry the lovely princess. The baron owns most of
the lands and the poor, indebted princess is being
forced into marriage. When she refuses, he turns her
to stone. The knight Puff Louse has twenty four
hours to find the ingredients to reverse the curse.
Join us as Puff Louse meets the Man in the Moon,
the strange Wizard Wel-read, the Dragon of Brizee
and tries to beat the Baron at his own game. Fun for
Calendar
next page,Blake,
r. column
everyone!
Puppetscont.
by Benjamin
and original

CALENDAR, CONT.

personal obstacles to take the lead on one of the puppets, but I loved it! I
felt that our group developed a closeness that we would carry with us far
beyond the end of the festival. Art is a generous and skilled (and patient)
teacher. I am grateful for being able to be a part of the team. I also learned
that obstacles can be the greatest learning tool, and an integral part of
creating good theater.

The Great Jumbo Project
by Jesse Vail
Once upon a time, a friend of mine named Adrian called me and said,
“Hey. I’m working on Saratoga High School’s production of the musical
“Barnum”. They need a full sized elephant puppet that will walk around
the tent during one of the numbers and I thought of you. Can you do it?”
Immediately after the spit take, I informed him that I was nowhere near
qualified to do such a thing, that the mere thought of the size and scale of
the project filled me with fear and dread, and that I was seriously
reconsidering the status of our friendship. And then I promptly hung up on
him.
I called my friend and business partner Jerry Williams to relay my
harrowing tale. He said, “It’ll probably hurt like hell but you’ll be glad
you did it.” The nerve of that guy! Encouraging me like that. Am I
surrounded by insightful supportive people? <grumble>
So we started by making foam tubes of the appropriate size and then
shaped them. The tool that made this all possible was a two-bladed
electric turkey carver. I mean seriously folks, if the guy from the foam
store hadn’t told me about this; it would have taken twice as long. It was
like cutting butter. Stinking, bulbous butter… but like butter nonetheless.
The mechanism used to manipulate the legs was a simple hinge. Weight
would supply the movement by just lifting the leg at an angle. However,
I did not understand then how to use PVC glue correctly so the entire
armature came apart in sections. Answer: DUCT TAPE! Which, as it
sorrowfully turns out… also stinks.
I relieved some of the stiffness in the legs by cutting many slits along the
sides. Once the fabric covering was in place it actually looked quite
natural. If you can call something made from so many synthetic materials
“natural”.
Working on the elephant head, I had about a dozen elephant pictures
around me from different angles. They only helped confuse me and in the
end I relied mostly upon memories of my time spent living among them
as a child.
As we assembled it, we found we had to brace the seams with thinner
foam and fabric because the best foam adhesive that money could buy…
wasn’t.
In order to make the elephant… you must BECOME the elephant. I think
I am the happiest with the way the head turned out. It was such a
challenge but the trunk moved nicely. The eyes are made from a pingpong ball cut in half.
Jerry and I came up with an armature device to hold the behemoth up. It
could be quickly dismantled and er, uh… “mantled” so that the 2
performers inside didn’t have to spend too much time in there. The third
performer for this puppet stood outside it (lucky devil) and held onto two
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and tries to beat the Baron at his own game.
Fun for everyone! Puppets by Benjamin Blake,
and original story by Don Ingraham. Scenery
by Annie Wong.
***
Fratello Marionettes
www.fratellom.com
Wednesday, August 4 - 2 pm
"Carnival of the Animals"
Oroville Library @ 1820 Mitchell Ave.
Oroville, CA
Tuesday, August 24 - 4:00 pm
"The Frog Prince"
M.L.K. Library @ 7340 24th St. Bypass
Sacramento, CA
Saturday, August 28 - 1:00 pm
"Carnival of the Animals"
Children's Fairyland @ 699 Bellevue Ave.
Oakland, CA

The elephant begins with an electric carving knife
and some foam.

rods. One was attached to the head and looked like a harness.
The other was attached to the tip of the trunk to provide
movement. This puppeteer’s job was to look like Jumbo’s
handler and to quietly give direction to the (completely blind)
performers inside. These two “interior” performers couldn’t
hear her too well because they were busy counting Jumbo’s
footsteps, in an entirely awkward way I taught them, in order to
give the illusion of “authentic pachydermal cadence”.
And for a total of ONE MINUTE the elephant was on stage!
Everyone cheered when he entered. And I, well… I cried a
little.
The Moral of the Story? When life presents you with a
challenge, take it. Even if it’s scary. Remember to “Act as if…”
and “Feel the fear and do it anyway.” Because Jerry was right…
It hurt like hell but I was glad I did it. Really glad.

Ventriloquism Workshop with Randel
McGee at Puppetfest Midwest
Carol Watkins
I am pleased to write a critique of the ventriloquism workshop
class I took at Puppetfest Midwest July 6-11, 2010. Since I was
a little girl I have been fascinated with puppets. As a teacher, I
used puppets as a tool to teach script writing, story review, and
performance skills. After retiring from teaching, I became a
professional storyteller. I joined the St. Louis Puppet Guild and
began learning more about being a skilled puppeteer. When I
heard about Puppetfest Midwest, I began looking over the
workshops being offered. One stood out from the rest. That
workshop was all about ventriloquism taught by Randel McGee.
From the first lesson, I was hooked. Randel taught us about the
seven letters in the English alphabet that are impossible to say
without moving your lips. The trick was to use letter
substitutions. This sounds simple, but it requires thinking
before you speak. It also requires practicing before a mirror.
You don't want to move your lips, but you do want to be
understood.
Again it's a matter of practice, practice, practice. The last day
of class, we were to perform before the other participants at the
puppet fest. Randel and Marsha McGee helped me make a
"dummy". I named my little partner Ginny after a puppeteer
friend who is dealing with a serious illness. I must confess that
I was having so much fun performing that I do not know if my
lips were moving or not. What I do know is that I left
Puppetfest Midwest knowing the basic rudiments of
ventriloquism thanks to the skilled teaching done by Randel
McGee.

All that for 1 minute of fame!
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